
Mochi
Traditional & Organic

 Making Eden Mochi is a multi-day 
process. Sweet brown rice is  
cooked, steamed, granite stone 
pounded, and allowed to firm up  
and harden for several days. It is  
then cut and vacuum wrapped.  
The Kojima family began making  
brown rice mochi in 1974 when  
only white rice mochi remained.  
 Eden Mochi is JAS certified organic 
sweet brown rice. Hot cooked rice  
is transformed by pounding into a 
sticky dough revered as Mochi, a 
quintessential celebratory food.

  Mochi has great value as 
breakfast, lunch, dinner, 
or as a snack. Preparation  
is easy and its use is only 
limited by the imagination.
  No refrigeration is 
needed until after it is 
opened, when it should  
be used fairly soon. 
  Mochi softens and puffs into moist, chewy  
cakes with a crisp outer crust when baked or  
slow pan cooked. Pan cook it with or without  
oil, bake, broil, grill, or deep-fry until it puffs.  
Use mochi in soups and stews as dumplings.  
Very popular as a dessert and confectionery base. 

Food to Strengthen 
and Brace 

Eden Organic 

100% Whole Grain 
Quick Cooking and 

Versatile  

Gluten Free

   Sweet Brown Rice
   Sweet Brown Rice

    Cooked     Cooked && Granite  Granite 

      Stone Pounded      Stone Pounded..

   Sweet Brown Rice

    Cooked & Granite

      Stone Pounded.



   Mochi is great by itself, with Eden Shoyu soy  
sauce, wrapped in Eden Nori sea vegetable, in miso 
soup, or made into chewy waffles. Add cooked 
mochi to finished soup or stew as dumplings. 
   Cooked mochi can also be dipped in hot malt or 
maple syrup and rolled in toasted, chopped nuts 
for pleasing mochi treats. 

Ingredients  Organic Sweet Brown Rice 91%,  
Organic Black Soybeans 9%, Sea Salt

Ingredient    Sweet Brown Rice, organicIngredient   Sweet Brown Rice, organic

20 /10.5 oz/case 

20 /10.5 oz/case  20 /10.5 oz/case  

10.5 oz

10.5 oz10.5 oz

Whole grain organic sweet brown rice with  
organic Black Soybeans that add taste, texture, 
nutrients, and health benefits. Gluten Free. 

Sprouted organic sweet brown rice.  
A strengthening and rejuvenating food that is 
skillfully multi-step made of  sprouted, steamed, 
and granite stone pounded whole grain.

   Whole grain organic sweet brown rice is  
a variety of  sticky rice. Authentic pounded 
mochi, deliberately made in multiple steps. 
Gluten and Sodium Free. 

           Sweet Brown Rice &  
          Black Soybean Mochi

      Sprouted Sweet Brown Rice Mochi       Sweet Brown Rice Mochi
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Mochi Crepe 
with Eden 

Fruit Butter

Whole Grain Organic Mochi
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